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Studying the mantle… in 3D!���

Oman Ophiolite���
(Braun and Kelemen, 2002)���

Model of melt beneath a���
mid-ocean ridge���
(after Kelemen et al., 1995)���
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More accessible location:���
Kangaroo Lake���

Campsite���

Slope with gabbro pods���

Road���



More accessible location:���
Kangaroo Lake���



Ultimate goal: Combined project���



My TLS background���

•  IUGFS in July 2013���



TLS goals (theoretically)���

•  Learning TLS operation in the field���
•  Post-processing in RiSCAN Pro���
– Removal of trees���
– Understanding the different visualizations���

•  Using reflectance to map in difference 
between peridotite and gabbro���
– To compare to hand-made maps���



Point cloud success!���



But we still ran into problems…���

•  Getting the purpose of TLS across to the 
students���

•  Explaining the purpose of parameters���
•  Importance of planning���
•  Time constraints���
•  Post-processing���



1. Understanding TLS���

•  Intro packet is useful! But maybe too 
advanced for most solo undergrads.���

•  We had not 
properly 
framed the 
basics of TLS 
before the 
engineer 
arrived.���



2. Understanding parameters���

•  Balance between collecting research data 
and creating a class exercise���

•  Since we were looking at the same thing 
during our entire deployment, the 
parameters never changed���

•  Need more exercises to think about 
adapting parameters���
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3. Thinking about deployment���



4. Time constraints���

•  We had 4 days, but only scanned for 3���
•  Needed a workable version of the data by 

the time the engineer left…���
•  So we cut out a day of scanning. (It was 

smoky anyway.)���



5. Post-processing to get to Arc���

•  Lack of computers for students���
•  Removing vegetation���
•  Trying to export from RiSCAN���
•  ArcGIS���



Ultimate goal: Combined project���



Lessons learned for future 
Stanford classes���

•  Give longer introduction to TLS before 
engineer arrives���

•  Plan exercises around parameters that could 
be adapted to any situation���

•  Longer deployment to give students more 
time to experiment with system and gather 
data���

•  Emphasize importance of metadata and 
having details in field notebooks (even 
though it’s also in the computer)���

•  Rough georeference?���



Possible steps for UNAVCO���

•  Framework to present intro packet���
•  Develop new packet to present what 

information goes into scans and what 
metadata should be collected by hand���

•  Develop new packet for basic post-
processing���

•  Maintain a set of field computers for 
students to look at the data post-
collection���



Thanks!���


